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Variouspoints of agreement and disagreement with the two target papers are indicated. Support is
voiced for Dienes and Berry's (1997) argument that the implicit-explicit dissociation should be deter
mined by invoking subjective criteria and for Neal and Hesketh's (1997) outlining of the problems as
sociated with the very concept of consciousness. However, criticisms are offered for Neal and Hes
keth's proffered solution to that problem and their unhappy decision not to include the transfer
literature, and for the failure of the authors of both papers to recognize the importance of neurocogni
tive evidence.

Implicit learning (IL) has become a topic of consider
able interest these days. Not as intensely studied perhaps
as the related problem of implicit memory (see, e.g.,
Roediger & McDermott, 1993), but we have passed the
time when but a few labored in near isolation. This in
creased interest has had the expected impact. Some prob
lems that seemed obvious and straightforward have turned
out to be more complex and less tractable; others that
looked to be potentially important but difficult have re
vealed themselves to be trivial and uninteresting. This is
how the game should be played. The two articles that ap
pear here are examples of the kind of careful assessment
needed if we are to get a coherent grip on the larger issue
of the acquisition of knowledge and the role that con
sciousness plays in it.

The early work in IL led to two intriguing suggestions.
First, it appeared to be a process whereby knowledge of
the underlying structural regularities in a complex stim
ulus display was acquired largely independently ofaware
ness of what was, in fact, learned (A. S. Reber, 1967).
Second, it seemed as though the mental representation of
that knowledge was encoded in an abstract form (A. S.
Reber, 1969). In the two accompanying pieces, Dienes
and Berry (1997) ask hard questions about the former
proposition and Neal and Hesketh (1997) review much of
the evidence that pertains to the second. Although I have
considerable sympathy with both papers and the ques
tions that they pose, my gloss on the literature is not al
ways in concert with that of the authors. But that's why
we have forums like this one.

CONSCIOUSNESS

I like to think about the relationship between learning
and consciousness in terms of a continuum. At one pole
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are acquisitional processes that function completely in
dependently ofnormal states of consciousness and aware
ness. There are circumstances under which we learn to
prefer particular foodstuffs because of their positive
postingestive nutritional impact (Sclafani, 1995), and we
learn to avoid others because ofunhappy gastrointestinal
consequences (Braverman & Bronstein, 1985). Such a pro
cess is largely automatic and unintentional; what is re
quired is the proper exposure to appropriate stimuli within
particular temporal parameters. Despite the fact that the
gut has about the same number of neurons as the spinal
cord, top-down factors play little role here. At the other
extreme are various actions ofmemory, problem solving,
and reasoning where awareness of action and represen
tation is perhaps the most poignant characteristic of the
process. Someone who has learned to solve classic prob
lems like the Towerof Hanoi or work through a logical syl
logism is conscious of the process and the solution and
can often describe them both quite adequately.

However, for the most part, these are exceptions. Most
of the cognitively interesting things that people do involve
a delicate blend of the explicit and the implicit, the con
scious and the unconscious. Among the many functions
of consciousness is the modulation of other processes (see
Baars, 1988). That is, consciousness operates as a top
down system that interpenetrates ongoing functions and
exerts some measure of control over them. A system bereft
of consciousness is one that operates fully automatically.

As one moves along the evolutionary scale, one sees a
range of this kind of modulation of function. The less
neurologically complex an organism, the more purely its
actions are bottom-up. The more complex the organism,
the greater the impact of top-down action. In Homo sapi
ens, the modulating operations reach the full flower of
self-reflection and meta-cognitive analysis.

But one ofthe strongest lessons ofevolutionary biology
is that forms and functions that are adaptive are not jetti
soned. Rather, newer forms and functions are built upon
them in ever more complex hierarchical structures. Just
because we have evolved powerful and phenomenologi
cally compelling top-down systems does not mean we
have disenfranchised the earlier systems that functioned
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independently of reflective modulation. Put simply, the
cognitive effectiveness and subjective compellingness of
explicit, declarative, conscious processes should not lead
us to dismiss the importance of acquisitional systems
that operate without benefit of awareness.

If all this is obvious (and I think it is), what impact
should such a train ofthought have on the manner in which
we approach the role of consciousness in the study of
complex cognitive processes? Well, one obvious issue is
to establish a conceptual cut-point that will allow us to dis
tinguish between processes that are conscious and those
that are unconscious. One approach, favored by hardlin
ers such as Brody (1989) and Holender (1986), is to im
pose a strict criterion that will allow for a clean dissoci
ation between the implicit and the explicit. If, for example,
a participant in an experiment performs at chance on a
two-alternative forced choice test for recognition ofa stim
ulus but is able to distinguish that stimulus from another
along some other dimension (e.g., preference or grammat
icality judgments), then and only then should we con
clude that there was an implicit, unconscious mental rep
resentation of that stimulus.

However, Dienes and Berry (1997), following Merikle
(1992), maintain that this is not the psychologically ap
propriate criterion to use. They opt for a subjective cri
terion. That is, determine how much knowledge partici
pants actually have (y) and how much they believe they
have (x). Whenever y > x, the existence of implicitly held
knowledge is established. As they note, this is fairly easy
to do using confidence estimates. If subjects show above
chance performance on trials where their confidence is
at zero, one may safely infer that y > x.

A third approach, which Dienes and Berry (1997) are
reluctant to endorse, is the free-report method. Here you
simply ask your subjects what they know. If their verbal
reports do not provide sufficient detail to account for
their behavior, it is reasonable to conclude that implicit
learning has occurred. Although I have argued in several
places (A. S. Reber, 1993b, 1997) that the verbalizabil
ity criterion has proven to be a bit of a red herring and
that Dienes and Berry's subjective criterion is the most ap
propriate, I must confess that I have lingering affection
for free introspective report.

One of the hallmarks of those most explicit of explicit
learning situations noted above is that subjects not only
can but also freely do provide verbal expression to their
knowledge-and not just to the knowledge of the solu
tion-for they can also tell you about false leads fol
lowed and culs de sac that trapped them along the way.
IL situations are poignantly different. Subjects are not
trying to figure out rules; in fact, such action is often de
bilitating (A. S. Reber, 1976; Schooler & Fiore, 1997).
They are not testing hypotheses about structure and they
are not looking for particular solutions. The role of con
sciousness is largely absent from the learning process.
Note, I am not claiming that consciousness is totally ab
sent. It is not. Subjects are alert and conscious. They are
aware that they are engaged in a cognitively complex task.

They know that they are memorizing letter strings or press
ing keys or trying to make a computer person act friendly,
and if you ask them about these aspects ofthe experiments
they can tell you many interesting things-but little of it
is about the underlying structural characteristics of the
display that they are learning. There is something special
about the phenomenology of implicit tasks and the sim
ple free verbal recall procedure tells you this.

A nice piece of supportive evidence comes from an ar
tificial grammar (AG) learning study by Mathews, Buss,
Stanley, Blanchard-Fields, Cho, and Druhan (1989). Over
a 4-day period, experimental subjects provided verbal
protocols for making grammaticality judgments to groups
of yoked controls. Experimental subjects reached asymp
tote on performance on the second day of the study and
showed little improvement after that. However, the yoked
groups continued to improve in performance, with those
getting Day 4 protocols performing nearly as well as ex
perimental subjects. Subjects continued to improve in
their ability to formulate and communicate held knowl
edge. What they knew implicitly by Day 2 was only slowly
and laboriously made explicit by Day 4. In short, al
though I agree with Dienes and Berry (1997) that for the
most part we are better off using a subjective threshold,
I would not want to completely drop the free-articulation
criterion. I sense that it has phenomenological impor
tance of which we need to take cognizance.

Part of my defense of this point of view comes from
my fascination with the actual "doing" of science and the
role that implicit processes likely play in the creative pro
cess (A. S. Reber, 1993b). I am not referring to the much
ballyhooed incubational phenomena of Kekule or Poin
care (although they are relevant in another context); rather,
I am concerned with the laborious and painful manner in
which implicitly held knowledge (or what the philosopher/
scientist Michael Polanyi called "personal" knowledge)
is made explicit. My own introspective musings suggest
that most ofmy own scientific work takes place by a pro
cess of reading, talking, arguing, thinking, worrying, and
muttering to myself. Out of this gradually emerges a
vague sense of a good experiment to do or an evanescent
feeling for the kind ofapproach to take to a particular prob
lem. The real struggle is to make this knowledge explicit,
to articulate the problem, outline the research program,
plan the experiment. I suspect that this process is captured
in a small way by the findings of Mathews et al. (1989).

ON THE VIABILITY OF THE
CONCEPT OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Neal and Hesketh (1997) put forward the intriguing no
tion that one reason why IL is controversial "may be that
it appears to demonstrate that consciousness does playa
functional role in human behavior" (p. 34). They main
tain that this proposition presents difficulties because "the
goal of cognitive psychology is to provide a computa
tional analysis of mental phenomena. Consciousness is
thought to have no role in this analysis, because it is com-



monly assumed that the phenomenal properties of con
scious experience cannot be expressed in computational
terms" (p. 34).

This perspective on contemporary cognitive psychol
ogy is held by some, to be sure, but I do not think it rep
resents the dominant view. Within philosophical circles
there are two positions that reflect, to one degree or an
other, these sentiments. One is called "eliminative mate
rialism" and is predicated on the assumption that con
sciousness is best put aside while one is focusing on
neuroanatomical and neurocognitive analyses. The other,
the one I believe Neal and Hesketh (1997) have in mind,
is known as "functionalism," or, more accurately, "hard
ware-independent functionalism." The presumption here
is that the "stuff" the system is made of is irrelevant;
computation is all. If, the argument goes, we can work out
the computations that underlie cognitive processes, the
phenomenal states will be explained in the process. How
ever, in neither of these approaches is consciousness
really a nonproblem. Its presumed epiphenomenal status
is but a vague hope-and one against which basic prin
ciples of evolutionary biology militate. In addition, both
are saddled with the emergentist's burden; somehow the
proponents are going to have to explain the conditions
(neuroanatomical for the eliminative materialists and com
putational for the functionalists) under which phenome
nal states emerge.

In the long run, neither perspective is likely to solve
any of the currently existing problems of phenomenal
states and their causal properties, and lots of reasons for
not being terribly sanguine about either position have
been offered (Flanagan, 1992; A. S. Reber, 1996; Searle,
1992). I simply don't think it will work terribly well for
us to drop consciousness as a focus ofcognitive psychol
ogy. George Miller once referred to consciousness as the
constitutive problem in psychology and I am largely in
agreement. The last time we tried sidestepping con
sciousness and its various entailments, we had a rather
unhappy go of it; it was known as behaviorism.

Hence, I disagree with Neal and Hesketh's (1997) char
acterization of cognitive psychology. I think conscious
ness is very much in the center of the topics of surpassing
interest. As I and my colleagues have argued on several
occasions recently (A. S. Reber, Allen, & P. 1. Reber, in
press; A. S. Reber, 1993a; 1997), the reason that IL gen
erates controversy is quite the opposite of what Neal and
Hesketh believe. The controversy comes about because
the research implies that cognitive operations like induc
tion and abstraction, which many contemporary cog
nitivists feel lie within the privileged realm of con
sciousness, may also be expressed in the implicit,
unconscious domain. What has exercised the psyches of
thinkers such as Dulany (1991, 1997; Dulany, Carlson, &
Dewey, 1984), Perruchet (1994), and Shanks and St.
John (1994) is not that abstractive representations can be
encoded, but that such encoding might take place inde
pendently of consciousness.

Finally in this vein, I am also not particularly optimis
tic about the prospects of replacing the implicit-explicit
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dichotomy with one based on intention-nonintention, as
Neal and Hesketh (1997) suggest. I appreciate the line of
reasoning in which they are engaged, but I fail to see how
their proposal is going to solve any problems. Intention
is still a function ofconsciousness, and recasting implicit
learning as learning without intention is no more than
linguistic sleight of hand. 1

Consciousness is a messy topic, and, as Neal and Hes
keth (1997) point out, we are especially encumbered by
the difficulties inherent in finding the cut-point that dis
sociates conscious from unconscious processes. How
ever, their proffered solutions (focus on computational
approaches, replace the notion ofconsciousness with in
tention) remind me of the suggestion to the woman who
has dropped her keys in the bushes that she search for
them under the lamppost where the light is better. If the
keys just happen to have bounced over there, it would be
great. Alas, they really are under the bushes, in the mud,
buried deeply along with lots of other things that look
like keys but aren't. We mustn't forget that the human
brain is the single most complex entity in our known uni
verse, and the problems of consciousness and how its
functions interact with those that operate largely unfet
tered and unassisted by awareness is going to be one of
our thornier problems. Let's just accept the mess ahead
of us and get on with the job.

ON REPRESENTATIONAL FORM

In a recent paper, Lou Manza and I struggled with this
issue (Manza & Reber, in press). Like Neal and Hesketh
(1997), we parsed the field of competing theories into
two categories, abstractive and episodic. Like Neal and
Hesketh, we considered both the holistic episodic theo
ries (Brooks, 1978; Brooks & Vokey, 1991; Vokey &
Brooks, 1992) and the fragmentary theories (Perruchet,
1994; Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990). And like Neal and
Hesketh, we saw much to support all points of view.
However, unlike Neal and Hesketh, we made the transfer
studies the central focus and so, perhaps not surprisingly,
we came to rather different conclusions.

Neal and Hesketh (1997) state at the outset that they
are not going to consider the data from transfer studies
because "the limitations of this evidence have been ex
tensively reviewed elsewhere" (p. 24). I think this an un
wise decision. As Dienes and Berry (1997) note, the trans
fer protocol provides the optimum forum for examining
the extent to which a particular set of conditions gives
rise to representations that are abstract or episodic. Our
gloss on the literature (Manza & Reber, in press) sup
ports the "functionalist" approach first presented nearly
20 years ago (A. S. Reber & Allen, 1978). That is, both
abstract and instance-based representations can emerge
from IL situations-it depends on many factors, most
significantly the demand characteristics of the learning
phase. In Reber and Allen (1978), we showed that when
subjects learned the strings generated by an AG in a
paired-associates manner, it encouraged the establish
ment of episodic representations. When an unstructured
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observation technique was used, the tilt was toward ab
stract encodings. In passing, I should note that we never
regarded the paired-associates technique as an "unusual
situation" or an "unusual training task," as Neal and Hes
keth claim. It is just another way to learn and, like all oth
ers, it will have its own particular constraints.

In Manza and Reber (in press), this perspective is re
inforced. We present new evidence for both analogical!
episodic and fragmentary/episodic representations and
try to show that the circumstances under which the learn
ing takes place go a long way toward determining the
kinds and distributions of memorial representations that
can be expected. In one ofour experiments (which Dienes
& Berry, 1997, cite) we show how easy it is to bias sub
jects in the direction of more abstract representations
simply by having the learning materials instantiated in
more than one symbol set. If I have been interpreted as
stating that "abstraction is an automatic consequence of
attending to any structured stimulus display," as Neal and
Hesketh (1997, p. 28) claim, it was unintentional.

Also, Neal and Hesketh's (1997, p. 29) claim that in
AG learning studies "subjects who are trained on iso
lated bigrams perform equivalently to subjects who are
given training with the full strings" is not correct. Al
though it is true that in Perruchet and Pacteau's (1990)
original study the bigram-only group performed above
chance, they did not perform as well as the full-item
group, a finding that has been replicated (Manza & Reber,
in press). More importantly, whatever knowledge bi
gram-only groups acquire cannot be representationally
equivalent to that of the full-item subjects, since the bi
gram-only subjects do not show transfer to a new stimu
lus set (Gomez & Schvaneveldt, 1994; Manza & Reber,
in press).

ON FLEXIBILITY

One of the central concerns ofDienes and Berry (1997)
is the extent to which implicit representations are flexi
ble. It seems clear that they possess some degree of con
ceptual elasticity, since transfer occurs. However, in every
transfer study published, subjects perform better with
the nonshifted items, which suggests that these memorial
representations may not be all that flexible. This issue, of
course, dovetails with the abstract-episodic contrast in
that one should reasonably expect abstract representations
to be maximally flexible and purely instantiated ones to
be considerably less so.

In the study of implicit memory, the evidence favors
inflexible representations. Typically, changing the phys
ical form or the manner of presentation of the stimulus
fails to produce implicit memory, which has led some
(e.g., Dienes and Berry) to generalize that the same may
be expected of representations developed in the context
ofIL situations. However, before accepting fully this line
of thinking, it is important to point out the differences
between an implicit memory experiment and one on im
plicit learning. In the former, subjects don't really learn
anything new. Rather, previously existing knowledge is

activated. That is, if the word alligator is on the original
list, the subject's memory consists of this well-known
word but with a kind ofan episodic tag on it. It is not sur
prising that implicit memory experiments tend to show
relatively inflexible encoding.

In the typical IL experiment, things are not so simple.
As noted above, a wide variety of tasks and procedures
are in use and each has its own particular demand char
acteristics. Some of these (Altmann, Dienes, & Goode,
1995; Manza & Reber, in press; Mathews et al., 1989)
have given strong evidence for highly flexible represen
tations, including those that survive shifts from auditory
to visual modality and vice versa. Others (e.g., Wright,
1993) have shown severe reductions in performance under
transfer conditions. This is not going to be a simple nut
to crack.

An approach that may be helpful is the animal model
developed by Eichenbaum and colleagues (Eichenbaum,
Mathews, & Cohen, 1989; Eichenbaum, Otto, & Cohen,
1992). Because it is possible to measure flexible knowl
edge using lesion studies, their approach provides an op
portunity to expand the study ofIL in ways that more tra
ditional experiments cannot. Without going into detail
here (see P. 1. Reber, Knowlton, & Squire, 1996), the
message of the work of Eichenbaum and others (e.g.,
Saunders & Weiskrantz, 1989) is that animals with dam
age to the medial temporal lobes (MTL) show impaired
flexibility compared with controls. Since it is known that
animals and humans with MTL damage show virtually
normal implicit learning and implicit memory but im
paired explicit functioning, the suggestion is that the
flexibility needed for transfer may depend on MTL struc
tures that are essential for the formation ofexplicit mem
ories. Although implicit knowledge, in a pure sense, may
be relatively inflexible, in the typical experiment with
cortically intact human beings we are dealing with cir
cumstances where both implicit and explicit components
are operating synergistically.

WELL, YOU SEE, IT DEPENDS ...

Both target papers take, to some extent, an "either-or"
approach to the issues raised. Neal and Hesketh (1997)
are concerned with whether implicitly established repre
sentations are abstract or episodic; Dienes and Berry
(1997) with whether or not IL is really implicit. Taking
such stances reflects standard practice; psychologists
just can't seem to resist dichotomies. We like things to be
either one way or another. We like to be able to decide
that one theory is right and another wrong, that one in
terpretation of the database captures its nuances and an
other does not. We seem ineluctably drawn to setting up
poles rather than recognizing continua. Alas, this ten
dency often functions as a hindrance to doing good sci
ence. Earlier (A. S. Reber, 1993a, pp. 23ff), 1 tried to
warn against being beguiled by the "polarity fallacy."

[Although] arguments will be put forward to draw distinc
tions between [implicit and explicit] systems, there will not
be any evidence to show that these domains of cognitive



function should be treated as utterly separable. In fact,
there are no reasons, empirical or theoretical, for assum
ing that there is any well-defined cut-point or threshold
separating the two at some point along a continuum....
The interesting psychological issues have to do with bal
ance and not with exclusionary clauses.

I thought that was good advice then and I still do. Im
plicit learning can yield both abstract and instantiated
representations. Implicit learning can take place in a
manner that is highly refractory to top-down penetration
or it can be relatively easily examined consciously. Al
though many view the work of Whittlesea and his col
leagues (e.g., Whittlesea & Dorken, 1993) as being crit
ical of our approach, I often find myself in agreement
because they try to unpack the conditions under which
the varying mental operations become manifest.

SOME FINAL RUMINATIONS

One of the nice things about a forum like this is that it
allows some degree offreedom. Although I have tried to
focus on the issues raised by the target articles, I am con
cerned by the restricted range of issues being discussed.
From my perspective, IL is a general process that plays
an important role in a wide range of human activity, and
to wrap up this commentary, I'd like to briefly run through
a number of additional entailments of the work on im
plicit learning.

1. IL and ontogeny: There are good reasons (see A. S.
Reber, 1992) for suspecting that IL abilities change rel
atively little over the course of development and show
less deterioration in an aging population than do explicit
learning abilities. There has been very little study of this
issue, although it clearly has important implications for
theories of cognitive development, pedagogy, and aging.
Some related work that is intriguing is that of Haith and
his colleagues (Haith, Hazan, & Goodman, 1988; Haith
& McCarty, 1990), who have shown that infants as young
as 3 months learn to anticipate the location of dynamic
visual events. Since consciousness emerges only slowly
during childhood (Karmiloff-Smith, 1992), this shows
that stimulus invariances are picked up easily at very young
ages in preconscious humans.

2. IL and individual variation: A parallel line ofargu
ment (see A. S. Reber, 1992) leads to the prediction that
implicit cognitive functions should show less interindi
vidual variation than explicit cognitive functions and that
the implicit should be less concordant with standard mea
sures of intelligence like IQ. Again, although there is lit
tle research here, that which has appeared is generally
supportive (Mayberry, Taylor, & O'Brien-Maione, 1995;
McGeorge, Crawford, & Kelly, 1996; Reber, Walken
feld, & Hernstadt, 1991).

3. IL and sensorimotor skill: As Wulf and her col
leagues have pointed out (Wulf, Lee, & Schmidt, 1994;
Wulf& Schmidt, in press), much ofmotor learning is im
plicit in nature. Masters (1992) showed that implicitly
acquired motor skills were dramatically less disrupted by
a stressor than were those acquired explicitly, a finding
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that parallels results from the AG learning literature (A. S.
Reber, 1976). However, at this juncture little is known
about how motor learning develops and whether or not it
makes sense to view it as an analog of the more typically
studied cognitive and perceptual domains.

4. IL and neuroanatomy: Seger (1994) suggested that
one way to tease apart implicit and explicit functions is
to assess how particular behaviors are compromised by
neurological injury. Dienes and Berry (1997) examine
some of this neurocognitive literature; Neal and Hesketh
(1997) ignore it almost completely. Bypassing this issue
is even more unfortunate than skipping the transfer
issue. If patients who suffer from severe deficits in epi
sodic memory and explicit learning show normal implicit
functions, the viability of models based entirely on epi
sodic memorial systems is brought into question. Recently
Knowlton and Squire (1994, 1996) showed that amnesics
establish abstract memorial representations in AG learn
ing. Interestingly, they also found that when instance
based systems are operative, these patients appear to be
more inclined toward fragmentary than toward whole
item representations.

In a forthcoming paper A. S. Reber, Allen, and 1. P.
Reber (in press) put forward a somewhat more detailed
account of the neuroanatomical distinctions between
those systems known to be critical for explicit learning
and memory and those suspected ofhandling the implicit
functions. Although it seems clear that damage to the
MTL disrupts the explicit, declarative processes ofmem
ory and learning but leaves the implicit functions rela
tively intact, little is known about what neural structures
are responsible for the implicit functions and how le
sions manifest themselves behaviorally. There is a sug
gestion (Ungerleider, 1995) that implicit functions may
be more intimately tied to the modality of input, which,
if correct, would help to explain their relative robustness
in the face of neurological insult. The surface has barely
been scratched here.

5. IL and preferences: We know that subjects in IL ex
periments develop preferences for well-structured items
over those that violate structure (Gordon & Holyoak,
1983). Recent work ofManza and his colleagues (Manza
& Bornstein, 1995; Manza, Zizak, & Reber, in press) has
begun to provide some understanding of how implicitly
acquired knowledge functions in the formation of pref
erences and even to get a handle on how our sense ofaes
thetics might develop. This work clearly is relevant for
social psychological issues and may tie in with the par
allel research program of Zajonc (1968, 1984) on the
"mere exposure" effect.

6. IL and philosophy: Finally, I want to draw attention
to the intellectual feeding frenzy that has accompanied
the reemergence of consciousness as a topic within con
temporary philosophy. It is clear that implicit learning
and the rest of the cognitive unconscious must be a part
of any coherent philosophy of mind, although to date lit
tle attention has been allocated to the problem. Recently
1tried to address some of these issues (Reber, 1996), but
this attempt barely counts as a beginning.
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There is more. I have not mentioned the provocative
problems associated with the role ofIL in first and sec
ond language acquisition (Ellis, 1994) and in the processes
of social cognition (Lewicki, 1986; Uleman & Bargh,
1989). I have skipped discussion of the various classes of
formal models that have been proposed, most of which
are more powerful and general than Hintzman's (1986),
which Neal and Hesketh (1997) favor (Cleeremans, 1993;
Dienes, Altmann, & Gao, in press), of the role of uncon
scious processing in perception (Reingold & Merikle,
1988), the relationship between emotive states and im
plicit representations (Rathus, Reber, Manza, & Kush
ner, 1994), and the role ofattention in IL (Hsiao & Reber,
in press). The quick sketches ofproblem areas that beckon
merely hint at the problems that are entailed by an elab
orated theory of IL. Although we still need to struggle
with the basic questions of consciousness and represen
tation raised by the target articles, it would be unfortu
nate if we were to allow ourselves to become bogged down
in these debates and fail to explore the many entailments
of a sophisticated cognitive unconscious.
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NOTE

I. Neal and Hesketh's (1997) argument seems close to that recently
put forward by Dulany (1996), who based his distinction on what he
calls "deliberative" and "evocative" functions. However, Dulany does
not want to cut consciousness out of the deal; he merely wants to recast
the problem of implicit learning into one that can be tucked under his
general top-down system.
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